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DELTA PAC ATTITUDE DETERMINATION AND ERROR PREDICTION 
INTRODUCTION 
The Delta Packaged control spacecraft (Delta PAC) was an earth satellite de­
signed, built, and tested in house by the Technology Directorate under the leader­
ship of the System Division. The Delta PAC attitude determination and error 
prediction project was assigned to the author in Jan. 1969, and was completed in 
six months. It consists of both an analysis and a FORTRAN IV program. The 
computer program was utilized to evaluate the spacecraft attitude control system 
after it was launched into a circular orbit. 
The Delta PAC control system contains one gimballed fly-wheel scanner with 
electronic damping that actively controls one axis and passively controls the 
other two axes. The spacecraft is therefore stabilized about all three axes. The 
mission objectives of this spacecraft is to test the earth stabilized control sys­
tem for future spacecraft applications. The evaluation of the behavior of this 
spacecraft and the flight performance of its control system depends upon a 
knowledge of the PAC attitude. Therefore, the problem of attitude determination 
is of great importance. 
This report presents the analysis of that project with the FORTRAN IV as its 
appendix. The analysis includes: 
1 
(1) 	 Formulation of-attitude determination equations: An approach is developed 
in which the complete sensor data are used to determine two independent 
vectors, such as the local vertical and the sun line. These vectors are 
then applied to obtain the attitude of the spacecraft. 
(2) 	 Presentation of special cases: Various cases arising from incomplete 
sensor output have been considered. 
(3) 	 Examination of error propagation: Since measurement errors could exist 
in the sensor data, each calculation is subjected to errors. The effect of 
the errors on the determination of orientation of Delta PAC caused by 
errors of the measurement quantities is also explored. 
Coordinate Axes Definitions
 
For convenience, it is necessary to make the following definitions.
 
(1) 	 First Reference Axes.-The first coordinate system X. , , Z has center 
at the spacecraft's noon position where 
X. 	axis is along the spacecraft's velocity vector. 
Z. axis is along the negative sun line vector.
 
Y axis is determined by
 
Y =ZS X 
(2) 	 Second Reference Axes.-The second coordinate system X0 , Yo ' Zo has the 






=Y0 	 normal to the orbit plane 
z° 	 = the vector pointing downward toward the local vertical. 
(3) 	 Orbital Reference Axes.-The third coordinate system X, Y, Z has its center 
at the instantaneous location of the spacecraft with
 
R = spacecraft's velocity vector
 
v=yo 
= the downward local vertical 
(4) 	 The Spacecraft Body Axes.-The spacecraft body coordinate system x, y, z 
is a set of right handed mutually orthogonal axes fixed in the spacecraft 
with their origin at the center of mass. It is required that the attitude con­
trol 	system maintain the alignment of the spacecraft body axes with the 
orbital axes system. That is, the yaw axis (z) is pointed toward the down­
ward vertical and the pitch axis (y) is aligned with the normal to the orbit 
plane, thus causing the roll axis (x) to align with the spacecraft's velocity 
vector. Any attitude error is detected by a control subsystem which con­
sists of an earth sensor and three sun sensors. 
(5) 	 The Sun Sensor Axes System.-There are three sun sensors mounted at 120 
degree intervals on the top surface of the Delta PAC. Each sun sensor 
head i has its own right handed system e. , £ , g. which is oriented such 
that 
(a) 	The axis g is in the x-y plane 
(b) 	 The angle between g. andyis900 + 
3 
(c) The angle between g. and x is IW+ i 
C 
(d) The angle between e, and z is 90+ 7
 
The nominal constant e. and 1) are:
 
l =0, e = 120' , 3 :240' 




Figure 1 Sun Sensor Zenith Axes el, e2, e3 
The Reference Axes Transformation Equations 
If 
= the angle between 2o and Z 
6= the angle between orbit plane and the earth-sun line with positive 
sign when the sun is above the X0 - Z0 plane (see Figure 2), the relationship 
between the first three reference axes can be expressed as 
4 
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The range of 3 is 
determination. 
-550 < 8 <550 for Delta PAC calculated from orbit 
5 
Let S be the sun line vector, the components of S in each of three reference 
coordinate systems can therefore be determined. It is obvious that 
-=o - + -4 
S =0 )CxS+ 0 - S . z 
in the X8 , Y8, Z, system, and 
s= in ,V0 - cos 8 
in the X0 , YO, Z0 system. 
Since the unit sun line vector has the coordinate (0,0,-1) in the X, Y , Z Sys­
tem, by using equation (TI) the components of sun line in the X, Y, Z, system 
are: 
S1 -sin a cos6 
IS] o $2I sin8.(T2) 
S --cos a cos 8 
Therefore 
S sina cos 8-X + sinf'Y- cos atcos 8%Z (T3) 
and
 
S.Z=-cos a cos /=S 3 (T4) 
If there is no attitude error, the body axes x, y, z should be coincident with the 
orbital axes X, Y, Z respectively and equation (T2) are the'direction cosines of 
sun line in both axes systems. However, this is no longer true if a 
6 
misorientation takes place. For that case, the components of sun line in the 
body axes need to be determined and the sun sensors are used for this purpose. 
The Sun Sensor Equations 
Let S., Sy, S. be the components of the sun line vector S in the body axes sys­
tem. Then 
S=S ,+S +S i (Si) 
The method of determining the values of S, Sy, and S. is described as follows. 
The body axes x, y, z can be aligned with the sun sensor axes e, 1 , g, by the 
sequence of three rotations: a first rotation R, (900 + { ) about axis z through 
an angle 90' + 6 , a second rotation R (-q) about displaced y axis through an 
angle , and a third rotation R. (-900) about displaced x axis through an angle 
-90 (See Figure 3). The transformation may be written in the following matrix 
form. 
e, 
f0 RX(-90 ) R (-7,) R (90 + (S2) 
S0 COS 1 0 - - sins COS 







Figure 3 Sensor Frame System e, 
- CoS 7. sin Cos 71 CoS 
ILsn7; sin i - sin 7, cos 
- Cos C1 - sin !f, 
In simple notation, that is 
flg1 







i =[D] V] (S4) 
Where 
[D] =R (-90) R (7.) R. (90' + 
8 
Since [DI is an orthogonal transformation matrix, therefore 
- COs 97 sin sin , sin - cos 
- c71 (S5) 
--sin -oCOS 71 0 _ 
ED] ' = [D] = cos Cos - sin 71 cos -sin 
and 
[D]-' T [D - ' ED] 
or 
x el - cos 71 sin sin 77 s in 6. - cos e 
y=[D]T = Cos Cos -sin7c oss4 - sin (S6) 
2 
_g1 - sin 71 -Co s 17 0 gi 
The sensor telemetry yields i (i = 1, 2, or 3) which indicates that the i th sensor 
receives the greatest sun intensity and is selected to produce the output. The 
output of the selected sensor is two angles a, and 3 which define two planes, 
each containing the sun (Figure 4). The intersection of these two planes de­
termines the sun-line. 
Let Sh , S21 and S3 . be the direction cosines of sun-line OS with respect to the 
i th sun sensor system (see Figure 4). Then: 





Figure 4 Sun line in e, f g, system 
Since: 




S2 +S S 2 
giving 
S1, =1/ Y1 +Tan2 a + Tan2/6 
$2. = Tan P3.! 7 1 + Tan2 a + Tan 2 /3 (89) 
S3 1=Tana / 1+Tan2 ± Tan2 /3 
10 
Using equation (7) and equation (83) or equation (S6) and equation (S7), the 
components of the sun vector S in the body axes system can be found. That is 
S - cos 7, sin 6, sin 77, sin -cos St
 
SY COS cos - m cs i (S10)
O 7, C - sin 77. cos { sin e, S21 SO 
_S_ - sin 77, -Cos -q, 0 -si 
In terms of own quantities, equation ($10) becomes 
Sx] - cos 7,sin sin 7,sin sin I 
= ,~ = COS 71, COS in n7, cos {,-sin itan 6 
,flC + tan2 a + tan2 6,
_S 
_- sin 7, -Cos 77, 0 tan a 
This final form and equation (T2) are used to obtain the attitude determination 
equations. 
The Earth Sensor Equations 
Since the local vertical Z in the orbital axes system has components 
[Z] 0 = (El) 
the same vector Z in the body axes system can be written as 
Z= a13 + 23 Y + 33 I I (E2) 
11
 
Here the components 
[Z]b = a2] (E3) 
a j3 
are to be determined by the measured quantities obtained from the earthsensor. 
For Delta PAC there is one earth sensor, which is a horizon scanner. The 
scanner is mounted on a gnnbaled platform which rotates about the spacecraft 
roll axes (x). Eddy currents induced by the motion of the gimbal wiih respect to 
the spacecraft provide the means for damping the spacecraft roll-yaw motion. 
The scanner cone axis (Yw) coincides with body pitch axis (y) when the gimbal 
angle y is zero (see Figure 5). The range of V' is: -30o - < 300. 
In general, the scan pattern of a single scanner is a cone. As the scan cone cuts 
the earth, a voltage earth pulse of width 2p is emitted by a sensing element called 
a bolometer. The width of this pulse represents the angular portion of the cone 
which interesects the earth (see Figure 6). 
Let an intermediate para-meter C23 be calculated first, where 
C23 =the scalar product of two unit vectors which represent the scan cone 
axis YW and the local vertical 7. 
The equation expressing the relationship between the variable C23 and the earth 
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Csp=Cos m~e - C23 COS 0_co c a C2= s 
/-- C23s_ -
2sin a 
= the apex half-angle of the cone 
= one-half the angle subtended by the earth. 
E4(E4) 
The valve of a is calculated from: 







Figure 6. The Scanner Geometry 
where 
R = the earthts radius 
h = the orbital altitude 
The earth pulse half width p is in the range (0, 180). If the scanner does not 
see the earth, p is then zero and the variable C23 is less than cos (a. + o-). If 
the scan cone is completely on the earth, p is 1800 and C23 is larger than cos 
(a e - cy). The variable C23 is computed from equation (E4) only when p lies 
between 0* and 1800. In this case, the result of derivation gives: 
cos a cos o- ±cos p sino- sin 2 a - sin2 a-sin2 
I - s- 2 o' sm 2 p 
14 
Based on the fact that C23 and cos p vary inversely, it can be shown that the 
positive sign in the numerator should be discarded, i.e., 
2 2cos a cos a - cos p s in c- sin a, - sin 2 cr s( p) 
21 - sin2 o-sn p 
for 0 <p < 180 
The unit vector representing the scan cone axis can be written as 
YW = cos y- + sm -Y 
where -/ is the gimbal angle. Therefore 
Ca 23 cos y+ a33 sin Y (E7) 
or 
a 3 sin y=C 2 3 - a 2 3 cos" (ES) 
Suppose that a unit vector Z is defined such that in conjunction with = 
(spacecraft roll axis) and the scanner cone axis Yw, a right handed orthogonal 
coordinate system is formed. Then 
2W x V. si Y + cos 7/2­
giving 
Z =a~3 3 cosy-a 23 siny 
and 
- Z -. xa,ZX = x"=Z 1 3 
15
 
Define the pitch computed angle O. measured about the scanner axis Yw as 
follows 
tan z x - a1 3  (E9) 
S a33 cos -a 2 3 siny 
w 
This implies 
sin s - a 13 * V 
and 
cos 6 s = (a 3 3 cos- a 23 sm -y) •V 
The variable V, after use of: 
2sin2 0 +cos 5 =1 
and equation (E7) gives: 
Hence, 





Solving equation (E7) and equation (El0), gives: 
a23 -C cos + -2 sm -/Cos 02 3 
a33 C23 sin y?' - Ct cos -7cos s 
In addition to providing a measure of the angle p, the earth pulse is used to ob­
tain 6 through the use of signal processing which is described in the following 
paragraph:
 
When the scanner passes a reference mark in the yaw-pitch plane of the space­
craft, a reference pulse is generated by a magnetic wedge attached to the pitch 
wheel. By comparing the reference pulse with the center of the earth pulse, a 
measure of the angle &S is obtamedo For 1800 of rotation after the reference 
pulse, the signal processor causes any portion of the earth pulse to contribute 
to e in a positive sense. For the remaining 180', of rotation, the earth pulse 
contributes in a negative sense. If the earth pulse contains the reference mark 
but not the 180 mark, then it does indeed measure 0'. If these conditions are 
not met, the exact relation is summarized mathematically by the following 
equation: 
e = (sign 0.) Mm {IO o1, 11800 - 1, p, 1800 - p, E} (E12) 
where 
E = 45 is the electronic saturation angle 
e = telementered scanner pitch signal. 
17 
The plot of e vs. 0s is shown in Figure 7. 
e 
Figure 7 The Error Signal e 
For convenience, a new variable, e., is defined and equal to: 
e, = Min (p, 180- p, E) (El3) 




are to be discussed. 




= ± (18o - eI) (E14) 
18 
Care must be taken to consider all these possible cases. Four sets of equations 
are thus obtained to represent [ZI b . They are 
ai] V EC sin e 
a = C 2 3 cosy/+v1-C 3 sinycos e 
a13 -C32 ne 
Lan sin y -/-c3 cog 7 cog e 
a23 = C23 cos + / - C2- sin y cos e 
a., C2. sin- y-/1-C? 3 cos "ycos e 
13 233Fal's v/-C2 a sin e 
1 1a23 = C23 cosy9 -/1q- C2 3sn o 
223 
C2 3 siny+ -C723cos-y cose 
13sy 21 si e ~ sncs 
C 2a23 - sn 
a3 :3 slfl + A - C 3 cos 7 Cos e 
In order to determine which of these four sets is the correct local vertical, 
note that 
IS -Z10 osa cos/8 
Since the scalar product of two vectors has the same value regardless of what 
coordinate axis system is used, therefore 
IS" 21b = S. a13 +Sy a 23 +-S. a3 3 =-cos CLcos/1 (El6) 
19
 
The representation in equation (,E15) which best satisfies this criterion is the 
proper expression. 
(2) When the absolute value of e is equal to e., e is saturated. The tplexdtered 
error signal e fails to have a definite value and equation (E14) is no lqnger use­
ful m determining 6. . However it is still possible to find [Z ]b by maki' use 
of p and [ S The parameter C23 determined from p in equation (E6) is the 
cosine of the angle between the sensor cone axis Yw and the local vertical Z. 
Thus the local vertical must be on a cone with axis Yw. The cosine of the angle 
between Z and S is -cos a cos /3 and thus Z must lie on a cone with axis S. The 
determination of the intersection of these two cones is accomplished by solving 
equation (El6) withequation (E7) to obtain a23 and a3 in terms of a13 This 
gives 
-sin y (cos a cos 83 + S a13) - C2 3 Sz 
SY sin 7S cos" 
.(El?) 
cos -/ (cos a cos /3 + Sx a1 3) + C23 S 
a33 = Sy sin y- S Cos y/ 
y z 
Assuming, of course, that: 
Sy sin -S cosy O 
If both equations in (E17) are squared and are substituted in the following: 
2 - 2 (ElS)2+ a33  13 
20 
a quadratic equation of a13 is obtained. That is, 
Ea3 +Fa 1 3 G=0 (El9) 
where 
E = S2 + (S sin y - S cos )2 
F= 2S. (cos acos 3+C 2 3 (S sin-y+-Sy cos 0) 
and 
G=-( sin y - Sz COS y) 2 + 2 C23 cos acos /3 (S z siny+S cosy) 
+cos aco 2 (SC23+C2 +S2 ) 
Solutions of the resulting equation for a13 are then substituted in equation (E17) 
to obtain a2 3 and a3 . 
Incase when 
y//0 
Sy sim -S z cos "y=0 
that is, when the sun is in the X, V, plane, then the above expression (E17) can 
not be used. Since 
S SSy a3 + S. a., 
cos 7 sin a 23 cos + a 3 3 siny 
or
 





Consequently the following equations apply 
-cos a cos )6 cos rY- Sy C23 a13 S . Cos "7 
a23 =C 23 cos y±tan,Y (E21) 
23 in-y (jC 23)52 cos 2 y (COS aCO c ,8osy+SYC-)/Sa33 =c 23 s ¢1 ,3) - os o.,i( 2 xoo o/ y 2Sfc>' 
which apply except where S = 0 that is when the sun lies on the sensor cone 
axis. Note thatif 6 can not be determined, then in general two solutions are 
obtained, from whch selection of the correct solution can not be made without 
additional information. 
The Attitude Determination Equations 
At this point the direction cosines of the local vertical and the sun line with 
respect to the body axes system are known. They can be utilized to determine 
the spacecraft's attitude. 
Suppose that the transformation matrix taking the orbital axes system into the 
body axes system is: 
= All X + A1 2 Y + A13 Z
 
=-A21 X+ 22 Y + A23 Z (Al)
 
7 = A31 X + A32 Y + A Z
 
22 
The coefficient A., (i, j=1, 2, 3) in equation (Al) defines a matrix 
A3 A2 Ai 
[A] = A21 A22 A23 (A2) 
A31 A32 A33
 
Equation (Al) implies that any vector V in the X, Y, Z system, written in column 
form, may be transformed into x, y, z system by the application of the matrix 
[A]. That is 
VX I 
V= [A] VJ (A3) 
where
 
[Vv, and [V)0 VK 
are the components of V in the body axes system and in the orbital axes system 
respectively. 
In order to determine the direction cosine matrix [A] it is assumed that [S] 
and [Z]0 are known and that [ S] b and [Z ]b have been determined. By defining 
Z x S (A4) 
23
 
the column matrix [F]o and F]b can be obtained 
CF] 0 = F 2 ] = S (A5) 
F -Sz 3- Sy a33 
[F]b = LF = S a33 - S, a3 () 
SFz Sy a,, -S x a.3 
If equation (AS) is applied to the vectors Z, S and F respectively, it produces 
a2 [A] 0 (A7) 
a.3 I 
S[ =[A] S2 (AS) 
SZ-Ss3 
and 
F B [A] F2 (AS) 
Combining these three column matrix equations into a single square matrix 
equation, yields 
24 
*a13 SX FX 0 SI F1 
*23 'S y Fy --[A] 0 S2, F2 (Al0) 
a33 Sz Fz 1 S3 F3 
It may be written in this simple notation 
[B] = LA] [Q] (All) 
Where 
0S1 F1 0 S1 -S2 
[Q3 = K 2 F2 0 Sh2 SE (A12) 
I 83 F3 1S 3 0 
and 
a13  SX F, a3 S S, a23 -S.a332 
[B] = a. 3 Sy F = a1 3  S S a3 3 -S% a13 (A13) 
a33 Sz Fz a23 S. Sy a, 3 -S X a2 
The determinant of [QI is 
S2I+S2de t [Q] = s 
1 2 (A14) 
I _-S 2 
3 
ifS3 / ±, then 
IQI 3iO 




 -S 2 S3 ' 3
 





By multiplying the Matrix equation (A12) with [Q] -, gives 
[B] [Q]-1 = [A] [QI [Q]-' 
[A] = [B] [Q]IV (A16) 
Therefore 
All A12 A 1 3 I(S,-aI S 3 )-S 2 Fx (S.-a S3 )+SFx (1-S2)3 S 2 a 1 3 
A22 f-2S a23S3) 2F: S2 (SY-a 23 S3)SF a23
A23  

A31 A32 A33j, (S, - a53 S 3 ) - S 2 F z S 2 (S z - 3 3 S 3 ) + S,F a3 3 (1-S) 
(-A17) 
This directly indicates: 
A1 1 - (SI (S, - a1 3 S.) - S2 (S. a 2 3 - SY a 3 3 )) (Al8) 
1 ­
3 
A 12=S S2 S , 3) + S1 (Sz a2 Sy a33")) (A19)A12 - S S - a13 S( 2 a23  (AS
 
A13 = a1 3  (A20) 
21 1 (S( )s -% (A21)~3 2 

A21 - (SI (Sy - 23 - ,a 33 - a,,))
I - S2 
1 S3 ) + Sl (S. a3 3 - S. a13) ) (A22) 
A23 = a 2 3  (?3) 
26 
A31 - (SI (S. - a3 3 $3) - S2 (S a 1 3 - S a 2 3 )) (A24) 
1 - S 
3 
A-32 = 1 I (S 2 (S2 a3 3 S3) + S1 (SY a13 -S x a23 )) (A5)1 - S2 S 
A33 = a33(A26) 
Euler Angle Transformations 
Any attitude errors of the body axes relative to the desired orientation (that is, 
any deviation of the x, y, z, axes from the X, Y, Z axes) can be represented by 
Euler angle rotations: yaw angle %baround the Z axis, roll angle 0' about the 
displaced X axis, and pitch angle 0 about the doubly displaced Y axis (see Figure 
8). The notation to be used for the matrix which performs each of these three 
Euler rotations Ls 
cosR 1 sn 0
 
Rz ( = -sin cos 0 
0 0 1 
o o 
R xJ l0 cos4' sin21 
0 - sin q cos
 
cos 0 0 - sin 8-­
RY(0) 0 1 0 
sin 8 0 cos j 
27
 
Given any vector V with components V , V2,V3 , in the Otbitalhaxes system, its 
components v, vY ,Y, in the body axes system are 
V( 
X VI 
cos 0 0 -sin e 1 0 0 cos 4 sin 0 V 
0 1 0 0 coso sino, -sinqb coso 
sin 0 0 cosO 0 - sin ¢ cos q 0 
cosOcos- in sinqsin cos~sintp+sinOsinocos -s-in~coso V1 
= -cos4'sinkP cos cosfq sinek V2 , 
sinecos0-cos sinqbsin sinesin#-cos6 sinocos -cos~cos V3, 
Comparing this equation with matrix equation (A3) gives 
cos6cos#-sin6sin95sin# cos6sin-+sin~sinocost, 
-sin~cosp. 
[A] =Kcosksin Cos cos€ sine ] 
sine cosp- cos L sinqsinqP sinO sinf-cos sin.cos P cos cos0 
The roll angle 
€,pitch angle 0, and yaw angle 0 can thus be derived. 
al =- sin 0 cos4 
a23 = sin 
a33 = Cos 0 cos k 
28 
and 
A2 1  sin 4' cos 
Thus 
4'sirnf1 (at1) 
= tan-' a13 
If the angle of q5 is limited to -90 '_< 90, then cos 4' is always positive and 
A21As in21 2cos 9_A 
Therefore 
- A2 1 






Atitude Error Representation Roll q Pitch , Yaw 'P Figure 8. 
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Presentation of SpeciaL Cases 
Several cases are,pres.ented in this report to illustrate the conditions in which 
the earth sensor br th6 sun sensor or both fails to provide the sufficient informa­
tion. If any of these cases does occur, it is convenient to use a graphical repre-,T 
sentation of the curves-related a1 3 , a23 and a3 3 on a unity sphere which is de­
fined as a sphere m ai'3, a23 , a3 3 space of unit radius and fixed to the ,spacecraft 
axis system with center at the origin. Since 
+ + a 1 
or 
=2 i - 3 aa2 (DI) 
the local vertical certainly lies on the surface of this sphere at any moment and 
provides a convenient means for visualizing the motion of the local vertical with 
respect to body axes. It is useful to indicate the geometric region for displaying 
the local vertical on such a umty sphere and project it on the a1 3 , a2, plane for 
positive and negative a3 3 . 
(A) Case 1 
First, a worst case is considered if the spacecraft is in the earth's shadow and 
if the earth sensor doesn't cut the earth. Evidently, the local vertical and the 
sun-line cannot be determined. Since the earth sensor does not see the earth, it 
can be concluded that the local vertical must lie within one of two possible 
regions in which body axes vary as the gimbal angle -y changes. If the equation (E8) 
30 
and the equation (DI) are combined to eliminate a33, after some algebraic re­




Equation (D2) represents an ellipse within the a,. versus a2 3 plane unity 
circles with center at E(C23 cos y, 0), with major axis 1/2 /1 C23 and 
minor axis 1/2 /- - 02 sin -. There are two possible sets of curves: 
23 
(Aa) 	When the scan cone does not cut earth, p = 0 and23 < cos (ae +a) 
then 
(a 23- C23COS a1 3 o) 3 
in (a e + 0a) sin Sin (a + or) 
(Ab) When the entire scan cone intersects the earth, i.e., p = 180 and 
>23 	 cos (a. - ), then: 
2C3 S"7Y~\+( a3 >1(D)4) 
The shaded areas -in Figure 9 and 10 represent respectively the required pro­




Figure 9. Projection of Error Region in a23 - a 13 
plane' when p 0, "yL 0 
a13 
Figure 10. Projection of Error Region in a23 -C1 2 3
 




If y = 0, equation (E8) becomes: 
a23 = S(D5) 
Therefore, the ellipse represented by equation (D2) degenerates into a straight 
line, the location of the line depends on the value of p = 0, or p = 180, when 
p,= 0 
then 
a23 < cos (ae + a) (D6) 
when 
p = 180 
then 
a23 > cos (aLe - a) (D7) 
023 




Figure 12. Error Region in a23 -a13 plane when p=180, y O 
The above two cases are illustrated in Figure 11 and Figure 12, respectively. 
(B) Case 2. 
Second, consider the case when the sun sensors do receive the sunhgit, but the 
half earth pulse provided by the earth sensor shows its value of 0 or, 180 de­
grees. In addition to the knowledge that the local vertical lies within specified 
regions as noted previously, it is also known that it must lie somewhere on a 
specified curve. From the information given by the sun sensor, equation (Dl) and 
equation (E16) are useful for specifying this curve. Rewrite equation (E16) 
gives 8 
S. a3 3 = S 3 - Sx a 1 3 - Sy a2 3  (D7) 
If S, 0, equation (D) represents a straight line in a23 -a 1 3 plane. 
If SZ 0, combining equation (Dl) and equation (D7) to remove the a33 term, 
yields: 
(D8) 
2 S 2(S 2 + S2) a2 3 + 2 S S a3 a2 3 +(S +S 2 ) a2 3 - 2 S 3 (S. a,3 + S a 2 3 )= 
This is the general form of an ellipse with the center at C (S S , S S ). If the 
origin is translated to the center of elhpse, the two first degree terms of equa­
tion (D8) can,be removed. Then rotate the axes through an angle k (k 90) where 
2S SYtan 2=-
S2 - S 2 
y x 
Equation (D8) is thus transformed into a standard equation of an ellipse having 
the foci on the new a13 axis with semi-axes - and S 1 - 2 
When either S. or SY is zero, it is obvious that no rotation of the axes is 
necessary.
 
When both Sx and S are zero, Equation (DS) represents a circle of radius 
,ri TT2, a point, if S3 = 1. 
Within the a 13 - a 13 plane, the projection of the curves defined by equation (D7) 
and (Dl) to represent the direction cosines of the body axes with respect to the 
local vertical also must satisfy the condition mentioned in section (A) Case 1. 
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Hence the portion of the,projection presented graphically on the a - a plane 
23 13 
within the region described in the previous section (A) accordmg'to p = 0 or 
p = 180 is all that can be obtained to meet the required conditions. 
It is helpful to generate another view of the sphere and plot the locus of the 
orbital Y axis (A12 , A 22 , A3 2 ). Obviously, it is a curve which lies on the 'sur­
face of the A 12 (i = 1, 2, 3) direction unity sphere since 
(D9)
A22 +A 22 +A32 =1 
The projection of this curve on the A32 - A12 plane is given for both A22 > 0 
and A 22 < 0.
 
Using equation (T3) to form the scalar product S.Y, yields: 
SY= sin , (DO) 
For convenience, the above equation is therefore written as: 
Sx A12 + Sy A22 + S A32 = sin/8 (DII) 
If S = 0, then equation (DlI) defines a straight line on the A - A plane
Y32 12 
assuming S # 0 and solving the equation (Dli) for A 2 , gives: 
A22 = sin,8 - S× A12 - S. A32 (DI2) 
From equation (D9) and equation (D12) we have 
(S2 + S2)A2 +2S S A2 A12 + (S2 + S2) A2 2 2 sinfiA32 (Di3)
 





It can be seen easily that the above equation represents a circle of Sy = 1. How­
ever, if S is neither equal to 0 nor equal to 1, (D13) is the general equation of 
an ellipse of which the axes of symmetry are: 
a3 2  S. sin 8 
a = SX sin/3 
and the center of symmetry is (S. sin3, S sin 63). Like equation (DS) by a 
proper translation of the axes to remove the a32 term and the a12 term and 
then by a rotation of the axes with a chosen angle K)for the removal of the a32 
a 12 term where 
2SS 
tan 2 2'- x 2 
2S -
The equation (D13) is reduced to a standard form with the foci on the new a 12 ­
axis and with semi axes cos/3 and Sy Cos /3. 
From the above discussion, it is believed that the graphical techniques are use­
ful to solve the algebraic system of relationships. This approach certainly 
limits the region from which the error of the attitudes of Delta PAC can be 
pictured. Such graphical representation can be plotted easily if a computer is 




(C) Case 3 
Third, for the case when-the earth sensor does intersect the earth but the space­
craft enters into 'the earth's shadow, the informations from the earth sensor 
will indicate one of the following possibilities 
(A) 0 < p < 1800 and e is not saturated 
This case appears as if there were no sun sensors aboard in the spacecraft at 
that moment. The given informations can only indicate the possible Jocations 
of the local vertical which are represented by four sets of equations as shown 
in equations (E15). No selection can be made from these four sets of equations 
to represent the true local vertical because the information about the sun line 
is lacking. However if the locations of the local vertical determined at previous 
sequences of time during the same orbit are examined, it is always possible to 
make the proper selection. 
(B) 0 < p < 1800 and e is saturated 
This one is similar to case 1 discussed previously. As before the information 
given by the earth sensor can only be used to obtain equation (D2) for -y # 0 and 
equation (D5) for -/ = 0. The only difference is that the variable C 23 in this case 
has a definite value instead of having limited range. Therefore if the curve which 
relates a 13 , a23 and a33 on the surface of the unit sphere is projected on the 
a23 - a1 3 plane, the projection expresses exactly the relationship between a23 
and a1 3. Clearly the projection is either an ellipse represented by 'equation (D2) 




It is a known fact that measurements are always accompanied by errors. How­
ever small errors are more frequent than large ones since the goal of the sensor 
design is to keep errors as small as possible. Therefore it is reasonable to as­
sume that the measured quantities which indirectly determine the PAC attitude 
contain errors but small ones. Because of these errors, the predicted attitudes 
might not be the true values but the difference between them is expected to be 
small also. 
For Delta PAC there are five quantities being measured by using the sun sensors 
and the earth sensor, namely: the angles a. and /3,which determine the direction 
cosines of the sun line with respect to the i th sensor syslem, the gimbal angle 
y, the half earth pulse p, and the telemetered pitch error e. The corresponding 
errors are defined by the symbols Aa, AB ,A), Ap and Ae which are assumed 
to have the standard deviation a. , o-,83 , o/ , a, and ore respectively. All 
measurement errors due to unknown cause are of random type, and are inde­
pendent to each other. They are assumed to follow the laws of probability as 
given by the normal distribution. 
It should be noted that the two angles a and 3 defined in the sun sensor section 
are not measured quantities. At any time their values will be determined by 
orbit calculation and are assumed to contain no errors. 
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In this report the methods of probability are applied to analyze the :effect of 
measurement errors. It would be of interest to present the results in terms of 
error ellipses for a given attitude, the error ellipses are ellipses of equal 
probability which are similarly placed and are centered at the predicted position 
(hi, k). They are determined by the formula 
1 _ (w -L-const 
2 (1 - 2) (\ /,)% /J 
for 0 < r <1 where o , a- and r are respectively standard deviation of two var-
U W 
iables u and w and their correlation coefficients. If u and w are not correlated 
variables then the value of r is equal to 0 and equation (R1) becomes 
(u-h.21) 2±= 2L (R2) 
For each ellipse there is a definite probability that a true position (u, w) will lie 
within the ellipse. The probability for (u, w) to belong to the ellipse L given by 
either equation (RI) or (112) is 
P = 1e - L  (R3) 
and with L = 1/2, 4/2, and 9/2 the probabilities are 0.4, 0.8, and 0.99 respec­
tively. Of course, formula (R3) can be inverted to find the value of L correspond­
ing to a given value of P. 
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It is essential that the determination of error ellipses for two variables u and 
w depend upon their predicted values of h and k and their standard deviations of 
ca and o if r = 0. Therefore in considering the error ellipses of a23 and a 13 
and also of &32 and a 12 for delta PAC, the former can be defined either at O<p< 
186 and le I <e without sun sensor information, or at 0 < p <186T and I e = e 
in conjunction with the sun's direction; the later can only be presented when the 
local vertical and the sun line are known but not parallel. The calculation of 
prediction errors for PAC attitude is thus limited to the case when 0 < p < 180. 
If the attitude control system of Delta PAC works well, the values of variables 
a23 and a13 are expected to be much less than 1. That is, the projection of the 
true local vertical in a 3 - a13 plane should stay well within a23 - a, unity circle. 
For this reason, the correlation coefficient of a 23 and S13 can be assumed to 
have the value of 0, and equation (R2) is used to obtain error ellipse for a23 and 
Similarly, equation (R2) can be applied to obtain the, error ellipse for a32 and 
a12 . For Delta PAC each of these ellipses are centered at the prediction point 
with the probability of 0.99 that a true point falls within it. The lengths of the 
semi-axes are equal to 3(o- a ), i = 2, 1 for the a - a13 ellipse and 3(o- aj2 
(j = 3, 1) for the a 32- - a1 2 ellipse where ca 13 , ca 23 , C-a3 2 , and cra1 2 are the 
standard deviations of a13' a 23 , a32 and a12 , respectively. 
If equations (S9) are differentiated with respect to a, and 8, the following equa­
tions are obtained: 
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SL- 2 1 S 3 1 sec 2 ca 
S3 (1- S2 ) S seC2 L 
I 
-=al s2 sx soec 
























- sin 77 Cos 
(R5) 











Since S, S and S are functions of variables s , s and s where each 
variable is a function of the independent variables a. and 8, therefore: 
-a S a s-S 11 8 a 21 'a;s -as31 
a l ZS Bs 8 S 2 S 3 
(R6){S X S3 + COS b} Sj SeC2 a 
-a2X 'a.aj 11 . 2 aS. Z S, 
= s+ +. 
'a'- SI - a. Si7Ffl, Bst -/,sifl7) fl,}S 1 selB3 
= s. s21 - sin 77, sin 6.1 slh see' 8, 
A similar method is applied to calculate the derivatives of 
'aSy 'aSy B and -a
-,a ' - ' - M a8d Sz 




S =- fsS s + sin 7} cS 6. se sec 2, (R7) 
3 21y 11a s 
z Sis21 se 2 a( 1 
- {S s + cs r2, s - seC2 p, (R) 
Consider the equation (E6) where C23 is a function of p only. The error of C23 
can be expressed in terms of measurement error of half earth pulse as 
d C23 
A23 _n.Ap (R1li)dp 
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The standard deviation of C 23 is given by 
I dC 3 I (R12) 
where a p is the standard deviation of p and 
3) p 
dp C23 sin c cos p - cos a- C 
dC23 2(I-C0sinasin (RI3) 
For Delta PAC, a = 450, thus, it can be shown that C23 cos p is less than 
1 C2 3 whenever 0 < p <180. The differentiation of equation (E6) with 
respect to p in order to obtain equation (112) is always possible. 
As mentioned before, there are two different cases which satisfy the condition 
0 < p <180, but require separate approaches. They are: 
(A) o<p<180 and jej <e 
In this case, the local vertical is determined by the earth sensor equation and is 
not affected by the measurement errors from the sun sensors. Therefore, 
a13 a 13 
Z)a I 'a 
a23 Z a23 0 (R14) 
a._ -=0 
' a23 Z a33 
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Evidently, the components of the local vertical depend only on the values of y, 
p, and e as shown in equation (E15). The standard deviation of a,13 a23 and a33 
can be expressed in terms of 	a7 , a and a as follows 
a 3 /p e 2 (Ba2 2-a 3 2 Ba 2 
Ba \ ia \2 \Ba \ 
a'2 -a 2 +23 I 23j 	 _2 3 a 2 (fl2152
a33 -Y 	 / c'Bp,'e 
As noted at the end of the earth sensor equation section, there are four sets of 
equations, (see equation E13), representing the position of the local vertical. Only 
one set of these equations give the correct components of the local vertical and 
it is selected. The technique applied for the selection was mentioned before. 
The partial derivatives 
Bax3 a.3 Ba 3an d13 ( 1 = 1, 2, 3) 
which appear in this case should be calculated from the equations of that selected 
set. 
Since the components of the sun line are independent from the errors of the 
earth sensor, tis implies 
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-aS 'a S S ­
'ay Bp Be 
3S 3S 3S
Y- Y- Y (R16) 
By -ap Bae 
By p Be 
Moreover, since $1, S2, and S3 depend only on the value of a and 8 whiIA'are 
assumed to contain no errors. It is obvious 




a L al 
-a ' S 'S 3 
. -5,-0 




'a Be D e 
By the use of above equations the partial derivatives of A, 2 and A32 with respect 
to a1 l , , p and e are: 
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B6A 12 12 r3/ 
a ( aS ' S (a23 Ssas 
BA 12 _ { (S:) a-S: aBAS2 1(223 S s a(H ) 
7 1 - () t,--KT- )+ ' Q -- S "-
S2 S1 33B 
BA12 _ (+s(SI +(S ' 2 3 B- R18) 
1 (e z Be-e 
and BA 2 1 a/3 ( ! 2a335 
BS 'Ki
-5A32  C_.iB/-S\I - 
A 2 a1 a23 Sy a3 
13
Ia( -)+Sata -5 S= (V9 
3 I 2 (S ) (SZ,.e,,. _7+_6_ 
s2B5, ,T_,s 
1YB~ 
BS _ {1(S) 7 + S1 (Sy e B) 
- -A2 -S 5 - a' 
Be 3 
'aA32  Ba33 ZBa BSa23 
A 1 1 S2 )KsB~) 
2 2 2a~1 2 +3 2 a + S~ (S~ a 1 3 2 
12 1t -S 1) Kee,)e(R )(S (S3 
' AK3 a )A 2 a ; +' A 12' 2 
A12 2 ( BA 2 -6A1..2 BA 2 2(_ _ B2 aA23 _ + 1)Q2((A0)) 2 12/ 2A 'G. e 

A 3 3 + aT ­
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(B) O<p<lS0 and Iei =e, 
As stated in the earth sensor equation section the components of the local verti­
cal are determined by employing the following three equations for case in which 
0 <p < 180 and I-eI =e. 
- COSSx a1 3 +S y a23 + Sz a COSa ­
cos y a2 3 + sin a3 3 = C23  (R21) 
=1a2 3 +a2 3 a2+ 
In view of the above equations, it is apparent that the variables a13 , a23, and 
a33 axe now dependent on the values of S, S , and S. as well as y and p . 
Differentiating the equations (R21) with respect to S., S, Sz ,, and p respec­
tively and making use of the equations (Ri6) in addition to 










give the following five sets of equations 
S 'Ia 3 Sy ' +S Sa33 3 
'a s aS S1 
sn y__ =0 (R23) 
cos 71- - sin 7 -­
a3 a,, a23 33 0 




a 1 3  
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-6 a2,+ S , L---
Y a3'y 
- a3 








a 2 3  





Ba1 3 "Baf23  " 3 3" 
Cos 
as Y a z 
Ba 23  















a 3 + S - a23 + -3 
-6a2, 
Cos -/a 3 + sin 
-6a 3 
By a23 S33 
a ( 26) 
a 1 3 a2 3+ 33a = 0 
and 
Saa13 S B6a 23+Sa 3 
x'6p Yp Bp 
B "a2 3  a3 3  d C2 3 
Cos - -+Sy +I/ z -
p p dp 
a 
a6a13 
p 13- 23 
- a 23 




where do 23 /d p is given in equation (R13). 
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S s S 
x yz 
0 cos- sin- y0 (R28) 
13 a 13 a 33 
then each set of equations (R23), (R24), (R25), (126), and (R27) can be sNolved to 
obtain the derivatives 
a- 2a3 and !L,(i=1, 2, 3.)3 x 3z-y 3')P 
Let 
P a23 sin y - a33 cos 
Then 
a1 3  8 13 P 
3S A 
-a 2 3  -a2 3 sin y 
S A (R29) 
x 
3a8a33 a2 3 Cosy 








a 33  a13 a 23 cosy 
0A 
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a13 a33 as. A 
a23 - a13 a33 sin y (R31) 
aS. A
 
a33 a13 a33 cos y 
6szz A 
aa-1 3S=(a S-a S)P/A 
' - 23 z 33
 
-=(Saa 3 -S a P/A I (1132) 
a7'= (Sx a3 - a132 
. a3-S a P/Ax 
-a -/ --(Sy a13 - a23) 
and 
j- 23 y 33) - /pz 
a23- (S a -S 23 A 
a33S S d C21 
- S y a 13 23 
With the use of the equations (R29) to (R33) and the equations (116) to (11l0), the 
following partial derivatives can be evaluated. 
a13 3 a,,3 .S x 'a a,13 -6 Sy a31 
_3s
.%a 235 23aL + 239 ? a 23S " z 
- 3-+ - - 'as ' 
(R34)
2 
-- (S3 s31 + a13 cos 6. + a23 sin 61) (s,, sec a.) P/A 
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a13 	 'aa13 ' x 'a ?L13 -8Sy a13 -a 
S a	S, 'a8s S y -BA as 'a 
__ 
(R35) 
S S 21 + a.3 sin7, sin -a 2 3 sin 7, cos -a33 cos 7) (s 2 sec 2 ,8. P)/A 
-a 23 	 B a 2 3 B S, ' a2 3 - Sy "6 a 23 BaS z 
Ba  S aa -B S B,i •y • (R36) 
= (S 3 s3 1 + a1 3 cos t + a 23 sin ) (s, sec 2 a) a13 sin y/A 
'aa2 3 	 'aa2 3  -Sx B6 a23  B S -Ba. 3 -S z 
-Bfl -	 a s + ,6 Bfl-a 8)x y (-R37) 
= (S3 s 2 i -a 1 3 sin 1. sin e +a 23 sin 7? cos C +a 3cos7,)(S11 sec2 / a13 sin )/A 
Hence 
20a 2 13 	 3 a 2Bl+( a3~O2 / 2 
22(R82. B'a a2+ 
2 
+ (a -2 (a. 3) 23)Q a 
Also the partial derivatives of A1 2 and A3 2 with respect to a., , y, and p can 
be derived from the equations (A19) and (A25) and then are simplified as follows 
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-aA12 I aBS a 1 3  S zB a Sa 
\s a2
I S a. 	 S±-ax-S 13 -a3 (a2 1 Z322 -asa '3331s 
(S BSa13> (a23 IS+SBA 1 2 _ ("S ' S 	 a23 a aSY Ba3 3 
311 
12S a13  ( a23  Ba 3 
Y I-S2k- ' 
BA 12  	 a1 (%. a2233S 33w 





k K 7 3 aa 3 	
-as~-a--% x 
BaA32 -as 	 BS a13 S B/3~ (S (,t~~S 3 (ais-t S23B/z 	 ~-)I+S, 13 I) 
+S1(SYT3S 
S 2Ba3 	 - ­
2Bp 	 3 p 13+\y 82 
3 
-'A321 3 3 32a3 
canthu be cacltd The areS S 
-3 S 'ai 6 - 7S a /B ) 2 
2 S) 2 (+ 3 )a. (SYA) a1 (B 3 2> r B 3 \ - R 
P S 3-A 2 '3 P	 BS3 
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This report contains the formulation and the derivation of the attitude determina­
tion equations, the calculation of the required elementsof error ellipses, and the 
discussion of various possible special cases for the spacecraft Delta PAC. Based 
on the analysis developed in this report, A FORTRAN IV program was written to 
compute the s-tcecraft attitude with a subroutine to output the plots of thebrror 
ellipses and to indicate the region of possible attitude solution for incomplete 
sensor data. The program was written for the SDS-9300 digital computer and 
was utilized with actual flight data obtained from the Delta PAC which was 
launched on Aug. 9, 1969. In the course of examining the flight attitude data, 
the program was exercised for all modes of data processing including no sun 
information, with sun information, etc. The results yielded by the use of this 
analysis have determined the attitude behavior of Delta PAC and evaluated the 
spacecraft attitude control system. -The program is essential to prove that the 
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INSTRUCTION FOR DIGITAL PROGRAM
 
The first input card for the digital program contains ten input values in which 
the first one, ISUN, indicates the sun sensor information. All initial conditions 
for the earth sensor equations are specified on this card. If ISUN is zero, the 
spacecraft is in the earth shadow and a run is initiated immediately. IF ISUN is 
not zero, a second input card is needed to read in the values of a, 6#, a, and 
P3. The value of ISUN determines whether one or two input cards is required 
for each run. The run is terminated when a blank card is read in. A summary 






C ATTITUDE DETERMINATION FUR DELTA PAC
 




DIMENSION ETA(3) .SLTA(3) JCETA(3) .SE(3) *SSE(S) CbL(3)
 
DIMENSION AAII(2) *AA21(2) *AA31(2) ,AA12(2) -AA22(2) .AA32(2)
 
DIMENSION AAI3(4) .AA23(4) AAA53(4) .fH(4) ,TE4) .PH(4)
 



















c VAR I VAr 2 UNII 




















C ANGL 6ETWEEN tR6I F PLANE AND EARIH SUN LINE UOHE
 
C Ddt f A
 










C X Y 2 
RIGHI nANDLU SYSTEM FOR SUN SL\SIR HEAIJ . =1.2.3.
 
C EI Fl V1
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C ANGLE BETWLEN Y-Z PLANE AND PLA,'c CONTAININU El AND L 
C SEl SL2 6E3 UEtitcL 
C ANGLE bElIEEN El ANO X-Y PLANE 
C ETADI ETAD2 ETAD3- ULGhEt 
C COSINE OF ANGLE BETWEEN SCANNER CONE AXIS AND LOCAL VETICAL. 
C C23 
C DIRECTION COSINES OF THE LOCAL VETICAL .. R.T. THE BODY AXES' 
C AAt3 AA23 AA33 
C DIRECTION COSINES OF SUN-LINE W.K.T. I TH SUN SLNSOR SYSTEMt 
C ST SU SV 
C DIRECTION CObINES OF SUN-LINE N.ii.T. THE LOCAL VERTICAL bYSTEM 
C SI 62 S3 
C DIRECTION COSINES OF SUN-LINL h.R.T. bOdY AXES 
C SX SY bz 
C DIRECTION COSINES OF URBIF NONMAL V.R.f. THE HOY AXLb 
C A42 A22 A32 
C DIRECTION CoSINcS OF VcLOCIIY VECTOR q.R.T. IHE' BUY AXES 
C All AP1 A31 
C RdLL At6LE PIrCH ANGLE YAvJ AN6LL 
C TH I- Pn 
C ERROR ESINMAIr IN ETU,1AMAURUD,ALIU bTIIJ AXL
 
C DET uA uRN 






C VAR I VAN 2 VAt 3 NOTE
 
C PARTIAL DEHIVArFVE dF SX.bY AND $L w.k.. ALID 
C DSXA JSYA DbtA
 
C PARTIAL tkRIVATIvE OE SX.bY AND S2 .H.I. HTil 
C DSXB DSYu ubLd 
C PARIJAL ucRIVAIIVr. OF A1,3(i1AN(I),AJ(1) t.K.T. SX ARE 
C AXIi AX2,31 AXJ31 
C PARTIAL ERIVAi IVE OF AIG(2).A23(2).A33(2) vJ..T. 'dx ARE 
C AX1,52 AX2a2 AX,532 
C PARTIAL DLKIVAIIVL OF A3(J).A23(lL.AJ3I) t.K.r. SY AKE 
C AYIZ AY231 AY.331 
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c PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF AI.3(2)A23(2),A332) e..T. SY AME
 
C AY132 AY232 AY332
 
C PARTIAL dERIVATIVE OF A13(I),A23(I).A33(1) .R.T. SL ARE
 
C AZ131 AZ231 AZ331
 
C PARfIAL DcRIVATIVE OF AI3(2),A?3(2).AJ3(2) .R.T. bt ARC
 
C AZI32 AZ232 AL332
 
o PARIiAL DERIVATIVE tF AloI),A23(I).A33(1) w.R.T. ALI)
 
C DAIIJ(I) DAL2J(i) UDAI33(I)
 
c PARIIAL DERIVATIVE OF A13(I).A23(I).A33(IJ N.R.T. gli
 
£ bl13(I) D1&123(I) w3133(i)
 
c PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF A12 W.R.I. ALIL.uTivET.IAMAu,ReMD. ARE;
 




o PAPTIAL DLRIVA[IVE OF A32 W.t.I. ALIL.U[ID.LIDJ.AMAJ.ROD. ARE: 
c DA32 DE332 dE32 
c DG32 DR32 
C PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF AI3(i).A23(l).A33(I1 w.R.T. EID
 
C DAEI3(I) DAE23(1) UAc33(I)
 
C PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF AI3(I).M23(I).A33(I) v.Io GAMAu
 
C [AG13(1) DAU23(I) iAb33(I)
 
c PARTIAL uDRIVATIVE OF AI3(i),A23(I),A33(I1 k.t.T. ROMD
 
C DARI3(1) DAR23UI) IJAR33(I)
 














































2. READ 3 u, IUNG&1AJJI.CDr Uli.1DhY~iH LMIsSLLb.eH 
7- FURrIAT C 12.12.t.F 14.o.Fia.6-14,4-14.1.bFd.3) 
JFCMRUN.VL...) 60a Id 




PRINI 1 Js±DAYpikNibcCsIs 
3t,FdMAT(IXfi DAY=S.a$ Hk~j.14.f,1#, #RI=,4Ix = FiU.4,/) HIN=4,14.Ss bCG 14, 
A A ( I IJ1A Y 
A 1 (2) 1 H R 
A~ (C3) M1I N 
AW (4 1=ISCC 
AA(5)=IY 
/M%() =Pd~hb 
Ai ( 8 '. 4, 
A4~(9) , . 
AAIu)=,u.0 
ACWI I)=. O 
A v(12)=G. 
AWA 13 =u.O 
ALFAL = AbIN (R ./(i E+H)) 
ALFAD=ALFAL/RAd 
SiA=S IN ALFAE) 
CSA = CaS (ALFA i) 
CAPS=COt,(ALtAE+SIb%4A) 
CAMS=CjS(ALFAk- I ,A) 
PRINI 6u 
PRINT 7C 
71 F RMATIAEA-I SRNS- R £NFtKMAI I h 1iVNb.UIV/L 
PRIJT M (j.bAriAj,Eld.b4lIj 
'U R53MAT(IA.S; ,&bf( 1114 NLEt)=Ht. FtIaJ6. ElLIINl, DrbtrL 




CSG = Cub (UAIA) 
SNG=5IN(GANA) 
SiN R=S IN ( Nan) 
CSR=CCS(RbM} 
TNG=SNG/CSG 





















































IF(ROMD.EQ.180.-j) GO0 10 160
 































IF(AZ-T.Lf.Lb) 6U itl 130
 
C*-********WvHEN AF~bF(ut35(NtUt))<1 bUl ALIZES PUT LPflJ 
LP=tJ 
MLPUO 
9O TO l~u 














































IF(LE Eu. i) GO fb 180
 



































li -AI I ( I J =U -, 





























10a 13 18, 






C*PART 2............ S1JJ StNS&R APPLILATI3N
 
I8 	 IF (ISUN.E'tj) Gu ro 590
 






















200 FORMAT(IX.%ISUN=.121.$ SUN bLNSbR INFORtA|ION GIVES:t./) 
PRINT 2IO3 ALIL.HFiD 
2lu FORMATC3XAZINUrh=$,FIU.5,S i6. ELLVATIDN=$F1O.5,S vEt.F/) 
PRINT 22JST.SU.SV.DALFA.IJE3A 
2)j FORMAf(3X.tS1I=#.F9.6#$. S21=.F9.6.#. S31=.F9.o. 
J4. ALWA(IN DEGREE)=.FII.6,0o drIACIN UErGthL)l'F1.bs/) 
ALFA=DALFA*RAU 
REIA=DBETA*RAD 









230 FORMAT(2X,. THE DIRECFION COSINES OF SUN LINL s.R.f. SPACECRAFT 
IAXES ARE *,Fi2.d,g, $.FIZ.8.$. *3 F12.8s/) 
















































































IF (SX.EO.u.,)COd rd 420
 































C TEST IF A13 SATISFY IME CQNUITION FOR THE REQUIRLti REt-6dI
 
C TL.TM ARE THE LONER LIMITS FOR IHE TNO PtSSi~dL ReGiUNS
 




































396 FOR!IAT(JXS4JTE : A13 HAS TO SATISFY fH: RLUtJIREJJ CONDI[ION FbN 
ITHE LIIITED REGIN.$.FS., < Ali < flFd.5.0, OR..F6.5. 
26 < A13 < , F$8.5.1 ) 
IF(MAT.NE.MN[)bd T 370 
PRINT 3 6 1 
36,C FRMMT(3x4THE T'O bLUtTIeHS bF A13 Do NOT bAIISFY Ni CUNUITION 
IFON THE REQURLD REION ./) 




















IF(LE EQ. 1) 6U IC 45U
 
C*****CALCULATE PARTIAL UIFFERENqTIAiL fF 
A13.A23.A33 V,.R.f.bX.SY.SZ.1L
 














































































































































C****tCHECKINu AHICH CNE OP iHE LoCaL VERTICAL bHUULD Ut SLLECrEn
 














































































IF(DIF.LE.TDIF) GO TO 550
 








530 	IF(LP.EU. 3)GO Tb 570
 
67 










AO FORMAl(3X.oTHE PObITION OF AI3 iuJb NOT SATIbFY THE RLOUILCD L1II-iF 
IREGION4./) 
GO TO d2j 
5.) 	 K=3
 


































































6a0 FORMAT(IX.$ISUN=4.I2.$, THE SPACECRAFT IS IN LAHFH SHADOW. tHE
 
lDIRECTION COSINES OF SUN LINE CAN NOT Bc DEIERMINEU$./)
 




610 PRINT 626 
620 FORMAI(IHI) 
WHEN LP 15 LESS THAN 3, CTI. CT2, EAL.EST, . ARE INPUT DATA TO
 


























IF(ISUN .EQ. 0) GO TO 97U
 
IF(MLP .EQ. 1) GO TO 970
 
C*PART 3 .......... DEIERMINAIION OF BOUY AXIS
 


























































































































IF(LE EQ. 0) GO ld 730
 
IF((LE.EJ.i). OR.(LE.EQ.5)) 60 TO 870
 




















C*****CALCULATE IHE PARIIAL DERIVATIVES OF U W.R.T.ALID.blI0,GAMA.EfC.
 













































































790 FORMAT(3X,$ROLL ANGLE TH(SIl4 )=$sFIO.5s4 DLG..PITC ANGLE TE(f, 



























850 FORMAT(IXSSUNLINE AND LOCAL VERTICAL ARE IN THE SAME LINE.NO
 
































IF(LE.EU. v) GO TO 940
 












91u F3RMAF(3X.gDAG)3(I).DAG23(1) CAN NOl BE DETERMINED. NO FURTHER
 





Q3U FORMAT(3X.0DAG23(1).JAG23(2) CAN NO[ HE DETLRMINED. NO FURTHER
 


























































DO 103U Jl=I. MRUN
 




















SUBROUTINE PLOT (LP, GA. ISUN. SX. SY, SZ. S2S3CTI.CT2.LAL.E61) 
COMMON C23-IA(90.55)1IB(9Q,55),ROMD.IDAY, ITII 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS USING POLAR COORDINATES FOR PLOT 
C AE AND BE ARE THE MAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OF ELLIPSE 
C IA REPRESENTS THE PLtT FOR A13 AND A23. 
C I REPRESENTS THE PLOT FOR A12 AND A32. 
C WHEN LP=o CC=C23.WHERE C23 IS CALCULATE FROM MAIN PRO6RAM 
C WHEN LP=I. C23 IS LESS THAN -O.3733(PUT CC=-0.3733 














Do 10 I=1.90 




C PLOT Y AXIS 




C PLOT X-AXIS 






















































































71 FORMAT(1XS$ERROR ELLIPSE OF A23,A13: CENTER Al A23=9,F8.5.0. A13
 








go FORMAT(iX.$ERRuR ELLIPSE OF A32,A12: CENTER AT A32=t.FS.5s,1 A12
 








lOO PRINT Ilu 
Ilo FORMAT(2X,4SUN SENSOR INFORMATION,25X$EARTH SENSOR INFONMAIIUN$ 
I./) 
C ISUN=0 MEANS NO INFONMATION oF SUN LINE AIRECTION
 
C ISUN=I,2,3. lEANS INFORMATION OF SUN LINE lb AVAILABLE
 
IF(ISUN.EU.0) G5 TO 360
 












ARE THE MAJOR AND MINOR AXIS bF ELLIPSL IN A13,A23,PLUT.






AXIS OF ELLIPSE IN A12.A32 PLl.






























































































210 	FORMAT( IX.iA23=d.F9.610XtA13=$F9.b, IliX.6A33=S.F9.6I
 










232 PRINT 24 .X3,Y3
 
240 FORMAT(IIX4SA23=.Fq.6. bAxsAI3=t.F9.6o 8X.$SIGN OF A33 UNKNOUN#)
 
2'0 GO TO (2bU.270-2a03 29.0.LS
 
C*****CALCULAf A12.A32 RFbItN uY SUit bENbOR INFORMATION 
260 	MNGLF=AL+FL
 




































320 	FORMAT(IX,$A32=.F9.b. 8X. A12=g.F9.6.8X.$A22=g.F9.6./)
 












350 FORMAT(IXsSA32=.$.FY.6.IuX.$A12=#.F9.6.QX.SSI6N OF A22 UNKNOiN$J
 
C***** 
C JNFORMATION FROM =ARIH SENSOR ONLY
 




GO TO 38 
370 NS=2 





GO TO ( 39J,.410).NS
 
C IF GAIA IS ZERO. IHE REGION IS A 6[RAIGHT LINc, A23=CC
 



















C IF IT IS ANOTHER ELLIPSE 03Y EARTH SENSOR INFORMATION)
 
C CALCULATE THE COORDINATES OF THIS LLLIPSE
 












IF(GA.EU.0.0) GO TO 470
 
IF(LP.Eu.0J GO TO 45U
 














tAg 	 IA(IXIY=IH+ 







IF(AL.GI-6.3) GO rd 480
 
IF(ISUN.U.O ) i0 TO 380
 
GO (0 (170180.14. 150).IS
 
4A13 	IF(ISUN.u.U) GO TO 57o
 















50- PRINT 5I, 
510 FeRMAT(3HI) 
PRINT 52usISUN.C[ICJ2.EAL.ELI 
52u F5RMAT(X,ISUN=I2,.S ALFA=F8.3,! DEG, BclA=%.F6.3, IJLG. AZ= 
t.F8.3$DEG. LL= .F6.3.4 UEG. P FOR+A22(OR+AJ3),N FOH-A2210K-AJ3iJt 
530 D3 550 J=1-52 








56, FORMPT(04X4 Ai2+$.35X.J44. 4.16./)
 

















601 FORMAT(1xSGAMA=*FO.2,$ OEG. C23=.F7.a.l KbM=$,F73. LJEG. IF
 








630 FORMA(XJ4.GAMA=S.F.2.$ flG. kUM=u. C23<$.Fo.3.t0. IS FOR +A3,3 
II FOR A33 ,AOA NdT t1 GAMA I I FOR LI1iL~RS)- IF u; 0-tN O. 
GO TO 66u 
040 PRINT 650.GAU.CC 
650 FORMAT(1X.$GAA=#,F6.2.4 DE6. Rbt=i8 DE,.C23>#.F6.3.$. FNr +A35 
ii FOR -A3j IF GAMA NUT a; WHLN GAMA=U. I FOR ITHENt)
 


















C CONDITIOh FOR ELLIPSt. CIRCLE. ON STRAIGHT LINE IN PLOT
 
C (1) WEN JS =I. IT IS AIN cLLIPSE 
C (2) WHEN J =2, IT IS A CIRCLE 
C (3) Wa-EN JS =3, IT I5 A STKAibH[ LINE PARALLEL fU Y AXI 




IF(Arz.Nr.U.23) ;b TO 20
 
























C CALCULAIL TIr CORDINAlEb OF LLLIPbE. 
C A AND 8 ARE rHE HALF LENWnI OF MAJOR ANu MINOR AXIS 
C A'GL REPRESENTS CURRENT PULAX ANILL 
C (CX.CY) REPt EoENIS THE LrNTER uF ELLIPSE
 





















C AL REPRESENTS POLAR ANGLE 
C (U.Y)REPRESENIS LURRENI POINI OF A CIRCLE. 












APPENDIX C SAMPLE OF OUTPUT 
DAY = 257, HR= 23. HYN= c , sgC= In 0R8&kLT S 6 * Ha 2617_0Ij 
EARTH SENSOR INFORMATION GIVE,..: 
GAMA(IN DEGREElm-23.G70O00 ET(IN DFGREE)* -. O.000, RONCIN DEGREE)= 56,000000 
IS5iN= 2, SUN. R5p&_LNF BTQL NG 
_ ___..__. 
A...ZIMUTH- -14-1-00000 -D-QG .LEJATION-O________________________________ 
Slim *623941. S In .52iA94& ,S31m-ti-k3q. ALPAIIN rEGRLFI 95,.a800fl0).Bi8L&LI&ON-EG RE E)a 
THE OIRECTLQN,., jj O,_ JJN E_ Wg T.S PJAJfJ ARE .9792669 *l08G15pl. 
JULAISLCL& -CO5LNES . L. t'LL.NC --Y --R oLAU CEN TMALL . i8f20Ok&ls tb70 
16186000 
*lg'4S23 
A 13(2I n-- y _._A __L . - 27 -
ROLL ANGLE TH(flm -26.32600 DEG,, PI.TCH ANGLE 
ROLL ANGLE TH(2Z1 Z1.6t997 DEG._PITCH-AMEF. 
TE(I)- 17q441937DEG. 
LjLE.iZ,,-S.43S2DOJEG 
.__Dg iLA I0 .ILA I 3 
DEVIATION IN A23 
DEVIATION IN A33, 















AI12) 3 QZfl90L6 3 
ROLL ANGLE TH(2)= 
i~ 2 aj3 A311:012 .jz%47s12. 
A21(2) -,o'651465 A31(2)* -,12072719 
A23( 2 n*92'4 3@A A 2 -t.k 
21.61997 DEG*,PITCH ANGLE TE(2)z -5,q30'2 DEG*, YAW ANGLE PH(2) 3.484zq DEGo 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF A12,A32 ARE._LDAI_(2). ft936, DA32,2)- .015313 
• o DA2813 |a 
.......LRO LLPF~ L~S.Al nlAilJ.'AA eoeIt 'LT ~ .'&'7 XI AALe .O~,
 
a a a . * 
• a • 
* S 
A +l ~ wttol ~ l*6 tll el O eeo ~ tt lll ooe ooa 
RSRR • 




* a a 
8 a• 
* a a 
I •a 
















* 0 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 




















..... SUMMARY OF RUNS FOR ORBIT NO. 556.00 , . 
NO. DATE HR. MIN SEC ORBIT GAMA ROMD THI THETA PHI TH! THETA PHI 
257.00 23.00 4900 10.00 556.00 -22.82 54.40 .00 .00 .00 -25.96 -176.34 -2;3/ 
257.0u 23.00 51.00 48.00 556.00 -23.57 56.00 .00 .OU .00 21.62 -5.43 2.4/ 
257.00 23.00 54.00 6.00 556.00 -22.82 57.60 .00 .00 .00 22.11 -7.22 3.32 
257.00 23.00 56.00 17.uO 556.00 -20.59 56.00 -22.29 174.54 .00 18.73 -5.33 .00 
257.uo 23.00 58-00 12.U0 556.U -18.36 57.60 -18.72 175.53 .00 17.90 -4.45 .00 
64
 
